Who we are

Baselectron manufactures and supplies printed circuits for a wide variety of applications, supporting customers from very first prototypes to serial production. The company was founded in 1977 and boasts 40 years of activity in an industry where the experience is one of the key elements to provide customers with precise, quick responses and support from specific skills.

Contacts
Tel.: (+39) 0382 1571057
info@baselectron.com

PCBs for special application

For some years we have developed specific expertise in the manufacture of printed circuit boards with special materials such as Aluminium alloy circuits (IMS), CEM3, FR4, Kapton, PET and Rohacell. We daily use them for the production of special products.

Baselectron is also producing two new products called Allufless and Levelcore dedicated to automotive and high power LED lighting.

www.baselectron.com